Dear Commissioners,
I served as a Republican Member of Congress from 1995 until 2008, representing the 11th
congressional district in Northern Virginia. I also served as Ranking Member, and Chairman, of
the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, and Chairman of the National
Republican Congressional Committee. I have served as Director of Federal Affairs for Deloitte
Consulting. I served as the rector and am current a distinguished professor at George Mason
University.
Since leaving Congress I have devoted my time to research, academic and non-profit work in
pursuit of efforts to build bi-partisan coalitions and re-build a Congress that can govern more
effectively from the middle. I co-authored the book “The Partisan Divide” with Congressman
Martin Frost. We advocated having independently drawn districts because the current partisan
system has become misaligned with what is in the best interest of voters. My expertise and
interest in the matter is especially valuable in creating and evaluating Virginia’s coming
Congressional maps. I am also a co-founder of No Labels, a national group advocating
bipartisan solutions to today’s public policy problems.
I have developed a sophisticated knowledge around redistricting and the law and believe fair
redistricting is a substantial part of how we end the polarization of American politics. I firmly
believe that one of the key components to reasonable line drawing is keeping political
subdivisions whole and keeping regions of the Commonwealth together as much as possible.
These are the real communities of interest that most voters recognize as fair and reasonable.
Based on my experience and perspective, I submit a map of my own to this Redistricting
Commission and urge the Commission to consider some key points about this map.
From a mathematical perspective, this map is more compact than the current congressional
district lines, scoring .3922 on the Reock measure and .3212 on the Polsby-Popper measure,
compared with .3166 on the Reock measure and .1874 on the Polsby Popper measure in the
existing Congressional map (in both of these measures, larger numbers are more compact).
It also splits fewer political subdivisions than the current map, with only 10 counties split a total
of 11 times, compared with 14 counties split 16 times in in the current map. This is about the
minimum number of splits of local government units that are possible given the Supreme Court’s
rules about population equality and our Commonwealth’s population distribution (i.e. that
Fairfax County must contain more than a single district because its population exceeds that of a
single Congressional district).
From a political competitiveness perspective, this map would produce five seats won by the
Democratic Party if recent election results were applied, and five seats won by the Republican
Party if recent election results were applied. One district would be very competitive. I believe
this map accurately divides the state into its established political regions. The competitive
district is located in the Tidewater / Eastern Shore region – an area of the Commonwealth that is
historically politically competitive.

With respect to the partisan analysis of any map, one thing I learned in my time in public service
and in writing my book is that voting patterns shift and change over time. No one should be
under the assumption that any area of the Commonwealth where a majority of voters currently
favor one party over the other will continue to favor that party by a majority years from now.
I hope that this map receives due consideration as you carry out your duties.
Sincerely,
Tom Davis

